Custom Aluminum Fence
Selection Guide and
Brochure
PA: (215) 788-7736 • NJ: (609) 430-9800
Fax: (215) 788-1488
Www.areaenclosures.com
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Pool Enclosure
We know that when it comes to pool enclosures, our
customers have one main concern...safety. This is our top
priority when it comes to pool fence installation, as well. We
build our pool enclosures to standards set forth by the U.S.
Consumer Product Commission, and we do it right the first
time.

Universal Closed Top No Spear

Universal Closed Top With Spear

The design of our aluminum pool enclosures features several safety
features:
1) The pickets on our fence have less than 4 inches of space between
them, preventing children and pets from climbing through.
2) The bottom rail is kept flush to the ground, which keeps the space
between it and the middle horizontal rail at more than 45 inches.
This removes the possibility of the railings being used as footholds
for climbing.
3) Our gates are spring-loaded and self-closing, with magnetic safety
latches.
4) Our smooth-top finish is most popular, allowing for a place to
easily drape towels.
*** Please see pages 13 and 14 for information on swimming pool codes
and fence specifications
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Residential
If you are looking for a way to add elegance and practicality to
your home, our residential grade is best suited for you. This
style is offered in two different designs, Traditional and
Contemporary. The open-top design features the time-honored
picket look that is popular among aluminum fence owners.
While the closed-top design combines the picket styling with a
smooth top for those looking for a sleeker look.

Open Top With
Spear

Standard Closed
Top No Spear

Open Top Narrow
Space and Spear

Open Top With
Staggered Spear

Open Top With
Finials

Standard Closed
Top With Spear

Closed Top Narrow
Space No Spear

Closed Top Narrow
Space and Spear
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Commercial
If you are in need of something stronger and more sturdy for
use on your commercial or industrial property, or if you would
simply like your residence to have a more substantial look, our
Commercial grade is the way to go. It is heavier and stronger
than our Residential fences, yet still captures the elegant look
that customers desire.

Open Top With
Spear

Open Top With
Staggered Spear

Open Top With
Finials

Standard Closed
Top With Spear

Colors

Standard Closed
Top No Spear

Black, Bronze
-These colors are available for all our fence options.
Other custom colors available upon request.
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Gates
Gates
We offer a standard gate that will match any style of aluminum
fence you have installed. You have several widths to choose from,
including 3’, 4’, 5’ or 6’. You also have the option of having a single or
double gate installed in cases where a larger opening may be
needed.
The gates we install are built to last and provide years of
maintenance-free performance. Structural heavy wall posts support
the gates and prevent sagging. These structural posts can be used to
accent your gated entrance and are available in 2”, 2.5”, 3” and 4”
square.
Estate Gates
Our estate gates are made with larger, stronger components, giving
them the strength needed to span over the width of the driveway
(up to 24 feet). Standard or inverted arch designs are available.

Double Arch Gate

Single Arch Gate

Estate Gate
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Scrolls, Caps
and Finials
If you are looking to add a more distinctive look to your fence,
we suggest choosing from our available options below. Please
note that finials are only available with certain styles.

Fleur-De-Lis

Butterfly Scroll

Ball Cap

Majestic

Estate Scroll

Imperial
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Why
Choose
Aluminum?
Durability. Due to it’s chemical makeup, aluminum is not very
susceptible to rust and corrosion. You also do not have to worry
about it fading or rotting, making it a great value for your
money.
Beauty. With it’s sturdy yet elegant design, aluminum fencing
will add a nice touch of beauty to any enclosure, giving your
home or business a more stately appearance.
Affordability. If you have been considering adding wrought iron
fencing to your property, but are looking for a cheaper option,
aluminum is the choice for you. Since it is less costly to
manufacture and more readily available than wrought iron, it is
worth the consideration.
Low-Maintenance. When you install an aluminum fence, you are
making the choice to not spend a lot of time on maintenance
and upkeep. A simple hosing-down will keep your fence looking
spotless. Aluminum does not require repainting or
re-staining, and will give you a classic, regal look for decades.
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Why Choose
Area
Enclosures?
One-Stop Shop. Servicing areas of both Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, we are here for all your needs, offering both the sale
and installation of state-of-the-art fencing for commercial,
residential and industrial use.
Affordability. We offer competitive prices for a quality
product.
Professionalism. Our work ethic is unparalleled. Visit our
website to read customer testimonials and see why our
professionalism cannot be matched!

- “We love our fence, couldn’t ask for anything more! We will refer them to anyone.
Great job guys!!!”
- “These guys did what they said they would do. They were there when they said they
would be, they were polite, (and) they cleaned up like they were never even there!
- ”Everyone I spoke to was knowledgeable about fence and our job looks GREAT!!”
- “Good company to deal with. Made some suggestions that were very helpful. We
couldn’t be more pleased with the work they did.”
- ”Asked for an estimate for a specialty job, and was given a reasonable estimate with
multiple options all in a timely manner. They were knowledgeable, friendly, and very
professional and I would recommend Area Enclosures to anyone in need of a great
fence!”
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Style and Height
Combinations to Meet
Most Pool Codes
Style/Height
• Ovation

48”

54”

72”

×*

×

×*

×
×

×*
×

• Closed Top Narrow
Space No Spear
• Universal Open
Top With Spears or
Finials
• Universal Closed
Top No Spear

60”

×

• Lexington,
Concord
• Open Top With
Spears or Finials
• Open Top With
Staggered Spears
• Closed Top With or
Without Spears
• Open Top Narrow
Space and Spear

57”

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

* Modified Style Heights (Guaranteed Pool Inspection in Most Cases!)
These fences meet pool code that require a fence to be 48” above grade with
either:
A) Any rail spacing and less than 1 3/4” between pickets.
B) One 45” rail spacing between the tops of two adjacent rails and less than 4”
between pickets.
Gates will be self-closing and self-latching. Magnetic latches may be required
for some gates to meet these codes.
Check local building codes for your requirements before ordering
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Aluminum Fence
Product
Specifications
Component
Sizes

Residential
Strength

OvationRegency

Industrial
Strength

Heights
Available*

36”, 48”, 60”, 72”,
54”, 57”

36”, 48”, 60”, 72”,
54”

48”, 60”, 72”, 84”,
96”

Standard Colors

Black, Bronze

Black, Bronze

Black, Bronze

Post Spacing

72 1/2” on Center

72” on Center

72 1/2” on Center

Pickets

5/8” Sq. X .050”
Thick

3/4” Sq. X .055”
Thick

1” Sq. X .062” Thick

Rails: Top Walls

1” X .055 “Thick

1” X .055” Thick

1 5/8” X .070” Thick

Rails: Side Walls

1” X .082” Thick

Standard Posts
Gate Posts

1 1/2” X .082” Thick 1 5/8” X .100” Thick

2” Sq. X .060” Thick 2” Sq. X .060” Thick

2 1/2” Sq. X .075”
Thick

2” Sq. X .125” Thick 2” Sq. X .125” Thick 4” Sq. X .125” Thick

Gate Posts
4” Sq. X .125” Thick 4” Sq. X .125” Thick 6” Sq. X .125” Thick
Continued….
Spacing Between 3 13/16” (1 5/8” for
4” (1 1/2” for 400
3
31/32”
Pickets
400 Series)
Series)
Weight
Supported

350+ lbs. Per
Section

350+ lbs. Per
Section

1000+ lbs. Per
Section

* Residential aluminum fence is also available in a 54” and a 57” height to meet most pool
codes
* Regency fence is also available in 54” height while Ovation is only available in 48”
height
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Hints For Erecting Your Fence
A

B

C

D

A) Keeping the top of the fence straight as it runs down hill
B) Keeping the fence level as the ground runs down hill
C ) Fence rolling with the grade
D) Keeping the top of the fence straight on rolling terrain
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PA: (215) 788-7736 • NJ: (609) 430-9800 •
Fax: (215) 788-1488

www.areaenclosures.com

Commercial • Industrial • Residential

